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ABSTRACT 
Full-rank jeq-elementary factors with a pole of order n + 1 at z = co (or at 
z = O) are recognized as left and right resolvent matrices of certain nondegenerate 
matricial Schur problems. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The study of J-elementary factors where j is some signature matrix has 
its origin in V. P. Potapov's approach to matricial versions of classical 
interpolation problems (see, e.g., [3-7, 16, 17]). In particular, Potapov's 
school developed various concepts of parametrizing J-elementary factors. 
For the special (p + q) × (p + q) signature matrix jpq = diag(Ip, -lq). 
Galstjan [16], Dubovoj [6, 7], and the authors [8], [12] studied these factors 
and their parametrizations in detail. In [12], the authors derived various 
one-to-one correspondences between so-called Potapov-normalized fi l-rank 
j_q-elementary factors and finite nondegenerate Schur sequences. The goal of 
t~is paper consists in discussing full-rank jpq-elementary factors as resolvefft 
matrices of appropriately constructed nondegenerate matricial Schur prob- 
lems. In the case of Potapov-normalized full-rank jvq-elementary factors with 
pole at z = oo or z = 0, it turns out that there is an intimate relation between 
Schur sequence parametrizations of these factors and corresponding Schur 
problems. 
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2. FULL-RANK jpq-ELEMENTARY FACTORS AS RESOLVENT 
MATRICES ASSOCIATED WITH NONDEGENERATE 
MATRICIAL SCHUR PROBLEMS 
Let us begin with some notation and preliminaries. Throughout his 
paper, let p, q, and m be positive integers. We will use C, C 0, and N O to 
denote the set of complex numbers, the extended complex plane, and the set 
of all nonnegative integers. Furthermore, let D := {z ~ C: Lzl < 1} and 
T := {z ~ C : l z l  = 1}. The symbol C pxq stands for the set of all p x q 
complex matrices, whereas ~p×q and Dpx q designate the set of all p x q 
contractive matrices and the set of all p x q strictly contractive matrices, 
respectively. The identity matrix which belongs to C p x q will be denoted by 
Ip. We will work with the Idiwner semiordering for Hermitian matrices, i.e., 
we will write A >/B if A -  B is nonnegative Hermitian. Assume that 
J~C mxm is an mXm signature matrix, i.e., J* = j  and j2=im hold. 
Obviously, J is an m x m signature matrix if and only if - J  is an m × m 
signature matrix. A matrix A ~ C m× m is called J-contractive (respectively, 
J-unitary) if j - A*JA >~ 0 (respectively, J - A*JA = 0). A matrix B is said 
to be a J-minus (respectively, J-plus) matrix if x*B*JBx <~ 0 (respectively, 
x*B*JBx >/0) for all x ~ C m×m which satisfy x*Jx <~ 0 (respectively, x*Jx 
>~ 0). One can easily see that A is a J-minus matrix if and only if -A  is a 
( - J ) -p lus  matrix. Obviously, every J-contractive matrix is a J-minus matrix. 
Observe that if B is a nonsingnlar J-minus matrix, then B admits a 
representation B = o~A, where ot ~ C \ {0} and A is a J-contractive matrix 
(see [19, p. 91]). In our paper, we will be mainly concerned with the special 
(p  + q) × (p + q) signature matrix 
jpq = diag(Ip, - Iq), (1) 
which turns out to be closely connected to the Schur problem. If G is a 
subset of C0~ and if f :G  ~ C pxq is given, then let f :G - -~ C qxp be 
defined by G := {z ~ Co: ~ ~ G} and f (z ) := [f(~)]* for z ~ G, where 
:= oo. If M is a nonempty subset of G, then Rstr M f designates the 
restriction of f onto M. Moreover, we will write H( f )  and P ( f )  for the set of 
all points of analyticity and the set of all poles, respectively, of a matrix-valued 
function f which is meromorphie n some domain G. 
A function f :  • ~ cpxq is said to be a p x q Schur function if f is 
both holomorphic and contractive in D. The set of all p X q Sehur functions 
will be denoted by ~pxq. If ~" ~ N or if ~" = o% then a sequence (Ak)~= 0 is 
called a p X q Sehur sequence (respectively, a nondegenerate p × q Sehur 
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sequence) if, for every nonnegative integer n with n < ~', the block Toeplitz 
matrix 
S,,( A o , A l . . . . .  A n > := 
A o 0 0 "'" 0 / 
J 
A l A o 0 "" 0 
A,, A n _ ~ A,~_ 2 "'" Ao 
(2) 
is contractive (respectively, strictly contractive). It is well known that a 
holomorphic function f :  D ~ C p × q with Taylor series representation 
a~ 
f (  z)  = ~_, Akz  k, z ~ D, (3) 
k=0 
belongs to 2,cp×_ if and only if (Ak)7= 0 is a p × q Schur sequence (see, e.g., q 
[13] or [9, Theorem 3.1.1]). A p × q Schur function f with Taylor series 
representation (3) is said to be nondegenerate if (A k)~= 0 is a nondegenerate 
p × q Schur sequence. Moreover, the notion of p × q Sehur sequence 
proves to be useful to give a short answer to the existence part of the 
following matricial version of Schur's classical interpolation problem: 
SP(Ak)}~'= 0. Let n ~ N 0, and let (Ak)~'= 0 be a sequence of p × q 
complex matrices. Describe the set @xq[  A o, A1 . . . . .  A,] of all f ~ @ ×q 
A n for which ( k)k= 0 is exactly the sequence of the first n + 1 Taylor coeffi- 
cients in the Taylor series representation of f around the origin. 
The set @xq[Ao ,  A 1 . . . . .  A,,] is nonempty if and only if the given 
sequence (Ak)~'= 0 of p X q complex matrices is a p X q Schur sequence 
(see, e.g., [13] or [9, Theorem 3.5.2]). I f(Ak)~= 0 is a p × q Schur sequence, 
then there are several descriptions of @×q[Ao,  A 1 . . . . .  A,~] (see, e.g., [1, 2, 
7, 9-11, 14, 15]). In particular, if the given p x q Schur sequence (Ak)~= 0 is 
even nondegenerate, then the set @x q[ A0, A1 . . . . .  A,,] can be represented 
by various linear fractional transformations of' matrices. This fact will play a 
key role in our further considerations. For this reason, we will mention some 
basic facts on linear fractional transformations of matrices. 
Let A ~ C(p+q)×(p+q ) and V ~ (~(q+P)×(q+P) be partitioned into blocks 
via 
A u A,~) 
A = A21 A o2 (4) 
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and 
Vl l  V12 ) 
V= ' (5)  
respectively, where A u and V22 are p X p blocks. It is easily checked (see, 
e.g., [9, Lemma 1.6.1]) that the set  ~rA21,A22 := {X ~ C pxq : det(A21x + A22) 
0} [respectively, ~'v~v~ :=  {X ~ C pxq : det(xV12 + V22) ¢ 0}] is 
nonempty if and only if rank(A2,, A22) = q [respectively, rank(V~, Vz* 2) = p]. 
In this case, the linear fractional transformations ~P'q)  : ~At2,Ae 2 ~ C p×q 
and ~Eq'P) : ~712,V22 ~ C p×q are defined by 
~P'q)(x) :=  (ml lX  "4- ml2) (m21x -~- A22)  -1  
and 
~(Vq'P)(x) :=  (XV l2  + V22) - l (xV l l  -1- V21 ) .  
If the matrix A is jpq-Contraetive or a nonsingular jpq-minus matrix, then 
c ~  v~exa 2 ~raca~n!n S~saeg~e ~d!i ~ i~  - " • " ~ 'dJea~: 
• p q - -  p q ' • ,, • . . - 
tions, the linear fractional transformations which map the set  ~pXq i n  ~pXq 
are of oarticular interest. Potapov [19] showed that if ~}~×~ c~ a a and 
__p  q )_~ e '~ - -  21, z2 
' (~p×q)  ___ ~p×q, then A is necessarily a jpq-minus matrix. Analogously, 
• __ , , ' __ , ' . _ • . . 
,f ~eq  Cme~:o2~or~hid e qe:;(DiPnnqa)~la~ p ~(h~ ~e~o~e[q~hm,nu~ mftr~l i 
complex-valued meromorphie functions f which admit representations f = 
g/h with some bounded holomorphie functions g and h which are defined 
on D. The class [.4/~t'(~)] p×q consists of all p × q matrix-valued functions 
each entry of which belongs to JK~¥(D). 
Now we are able to introduce the key notions used in this paper which 
arise as a consequence of the above-mentioned papers, and which are 
essentially due to M. G. Krein. Here and in the following, let n be a 
nonnegative integer. 
DEFINITION 2.1. Let (Ak)~= 0 be a nondegenerate p X q Schur se- 
quence. 
(a) Let A ~ [jKJt'(D)](p+q)×(p+q) be such that det A does not identically 
vanish. Let A be partitioned into blocks via (4) where A n is a p × p 
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matrix-valued function. Then A is called a right resolvent matrix of SP( A k )~ = 0 
if the following three conditions are satisfied: 
(i) There exists a discrete subset JV of D such that, for all x ~ N;l,×q and all 
z ~ H(A) \~ ,  the matrix A21(2;)x -~- A22(Z ) is nonsingular. 
(ii) For all g ~×q,  there is an f~S~p×q[ao, A~ . . . . .  A n] such that 
f (  z) =~¢p,q) r , t  (6) 
for all z ~ H(A) \~.  
(iii) For each f~5'~p×q[Ao, A 1 . . . . .  A,], there exists a g ~×q such that 
(6) is satisfied for all z ~ H(A) \~4<. 
(b) Let V ~ [~t ' (D) ]  (q+l')×(u+p) be such that det V does not identically 
vanish. Let V be partitioned into blocks ~ia (5) where V2, z is a p x p 
matrLx-valued function. Then V is said to be a left resolvent matrix of 
SP( A~ )"~ = 0 if the following three conditions are satisfied: 
(iv) There exists a discrete subset ~t" of D such that, for all x ~ ~1~×~ and 
all z ~ H(V) \ t , ' ,  the matrix xVl2(z) + V2.2(z) is nonsingular. 
(v) For all g ~5~p×q, there is an f~×q[Ao ,  A, . . . . .  A,,] such that 
f ( z )  = gv~'f ) [  g( z)]  (7) 
for all z ~ H(V) \~t ' .  
(vi) For each fE~9~pxq[Ao, A 1 . . . . .  A,], there exists a g ~pxq such that 
(7) is fulfilled for all z ~ H(V) \~ ' .  
REMARK 2.2. Let A (respectively, V) be a right (respectively, left) 
resolvent matrix of SP(A k)k'= 0. Since the function g : D + C p × ~t given by 
g(z)  := Op×,t clearly belongs to 5~,,× , we see from Definition 1 that the 
function AI2A221 (respectively, ~V~JV,,1) also belongs to 2,cp×q[A0, 
A I . . . . .  A,,]. 
There are several possibilities for explicitly constructing resolvent matrices 
A " in order to from a given nondegenerate p × q Schur sequence ( k)+ = 0 
describe dCpx+[ A0, Aj . . . . .  A n] (see, e.g., Arov and Krein [1], Ball, Gohberg, 
and Rodman [2], Dubovoj [7], Dym [10], and the authors' papers [9, 14, 15]). 
A result of L. A. Simakova [20] enables us to describe the analytic nature of 
the class of left and right resolvent matrices associated with an arbitrary given 
nondegenerate Schur problem. To formulate her result we need some 
preparations. 
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A function A ~ [~fc~tc(D)] m×m is called a J-minus function if, for all 
z ~ H(A), the matrix A(z) is a J-minus matrix. Simakova [20] showed that if 
A is a J-minus function such that (let A does not identically vanish, then A 
admits a representation A = pD where p ~JKd'(D) and where D belongs to 
the Potapov class ~I(D), i.e., D is an m × m matrix-valued function with 
non-identically-vanishing determinant which is meromorphic n D and which 
satisfies J - D*(z)JD(z) >1 0 for all z ~ H(~)). 
l_~t A be a jpq-minus function the determinant of which does not 
identically vanish, and let 
¢4P(A) := P(A) U {z ~ H(A) :det  A(z) = 0}. 
We will choose the block partition of A which is given in (4) where All is a 
p × p matrix-valued function. Since A is meromorphic, ~(A)  is a discrete 
subset of D. From the considerations above we know that det[A21(z)x + 
a=(z) l  # 0 and 
[All(Z)X "4- A12(z)][A21(z)x "4- A22(Z)] -1 ~ ~p×q 
for all z ~ D \ J / / (m)and all x ~ ~p×q. Therefore, for each g E~×q,  the 
formula 
•[(P'q)[ A12)( Azlg a] ~g) := (Aug + + A22) -1 
defines a p × q Schur function S~[(~'q)(g). In this sense, the notation 
~[(~'q)(~p×q) stands for the set of all p x q matrix-valued (Schur) functions 
(P q) E f which admit a representation f =S~tal' (g) with some g ~p×q. Simi- 
larly, if V is a jqp-minus function the determinant of which does not 
identically vanish, and if the block partition of V is given in (5) where ~rll is a 
q × q matrix-valued function, then, for all g ~ ~p × q, the formula 
~[[vql, P)(g) := (gV12 + Vz2)-l(gVu + V21 ) 
defines a p x q Schur function ~{v(~'P)(g). The notion J[v(~'P)(~pxq) will be 
used for the set of all p × q matrix-valued (Schur) functions f which admit d 
representation f =~t(vJ'P)(g) with some g ~pxq.  
Now let us conversely consider a function A ~ [~/.~(~)](p+q)x(p+q) 
which has the following properties: 
(i) det A does not identically vanish. 
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(ii) For each g e~°_Xq , the function det(Azlg + A22) does not identi- 
cally vanish and (Aug ~ A12)(A2~g + A22) -~ belongs to @xq. 
Then the announced result due to Simakova [20] says that A is necessarily a 
jpq-minus function. Analogously, let V ~ [./~(~[~)](q+P)×(q+P) satisfy the fol- 
lowing two conditions: 
(iii) det V does not identically vanish. 
(iv) For each g ~pxq,  the function det(gVt2 + V22) does not identi- 
cally vanish and (gVt2 + V22)-X(gVu + V21) belongs to @xq. 
Then V is necessarily a jqp-minus funetion. Thus we have verified the 
following result. 
THEOREM 2.3. Let (Ak)~'=0 be a nondegenerate p x q Schur sequence. 
(I) Let A be a right resolvent matrix of SP(Ak)~'= 0. Then: 
(a) 21 is a jpq-minus function. 
(b) There are functions p ~JKgt'(D) and D ~ ~,,,,(D) such that 21 = pD. 
(II) Let V be a left resolvent matrix of SP(Ak)~'= 0. Then: 
(c) V is a jqp-minus function. 
(d) There are functions cr ~4/~t'([}) and B ~ ~,,,(13) such that V = o~ B. 
Now we will study the interrelation between two arbitraw given right 
(respectively, left) resolvent matrices of SP( A k)~'= 0-For this reason, we recall 
the following result due to Sirnakova [20, p. 169]: If A 1 and A 2 are j,q-minus 
functions such that both functions det 21~ and det A~ do not identically 
vanish, then 5'~[~Pjq)(@ ×q) = ~[IP]q)(~p Xq ) if and only if there are functions 
p ~J//',ft(D) and a constant jpq-unitary matrix U such that A 2 = pA1U. 
Analogously, if V 1 and 7,2 are j,/,,-minus fnnctions uch that both functions 
det V~ and det V, 2 do not identically vanish, then 3(V(ql'P)(o~,,× q) = 
5r,, ~qP)t~7 ~ if and only if V 2 = o'V V~ with some fimction t, ~JK~c'~D) and [V2] ", pXq~ 
some constant jqp-unitary matrix V. Thus, in view of Theorem 3, we can see 
that the following result holds true. 
TttEOREM 2.4. Let (Ak)~=0 be a nondegenerate p × q Schur sequence. 
(a) I f  A 1 and A 2 are two right resolvent matrices of SP(Ak)~C 0, then 
there exist a function p ~IK~t'(1)) and a (constant) jpq-unitary matrix U such 
that A 2 = pD1U. 
(b) Let A l be a right resolvent matrix of SP(Ak)k'= 0, let p c~4r~t'(D), 
and let U be a (constant) jpq-Unitary matrix. Then A 2 := pD~U is a right 
resolvent matrix of SP( A~)~= 0. 
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(c) I f  V 1 and V 2 are two left resolvent matrices of SP(Ak)~'= 0, then 
there exist a p ~¢4z~(D) and a (constant) jpq-Unitary matrix V such that 
V 2 = pVB 1. 
(d) Let V 1 be a left resolvent matrix of SP(Ak)~= 0, let p ~JlZJt'(D), and 
let V be a (constant) jpq-Unitary matrix. Then V 2 := pVB 1 is a left resolvent 
matrix of SP(Ak)~= 0. 
In [8], [9], and [15], we gave explicit interrelations between the concrete 
resolvent matrices of a given nondegenerate Schur problem which were 
constructed by Arov and Krein [1], Dubovoj [7], and the authors [14]. These 
resolvent matrices belong to a significant subclass of rational matrix-valued 
functions, which was recognized to be important for the characterization f
the solution set of a given matricial interpolation problem with a finite 
number of interpolation conditions. This class was introduced and studied by 
Potapov and his pupils. Let us give the exact definition. 
DEFINITION 2.5. Let J be an m × m signature matrix. An m × m 
matrix-valued function W which is meromorphic n C o is called a J-elemen- 
tary factor if the following three conditions are satisfied: 
(i) W has exactly one pole z o ~ C 0. 
(ii) For each z ~ ~ \ {z0}, the matrix W(z)  is ]-contractive. 
(iii) For each z ~ T \ {z0}, the matrix W(z)  is ]-unitary. 
In the following, we mainly assume that z 0 = ~ or z = 0. For this case, 
we recall a further notion, which is caused by the following fact stated in 
Lemmas 9 and 11 in [12]. Let J be an m x m signature matrix, and let A be 
a J-elementary factor with pole of order n + 1 at z = ~. If  
k=0 
is its Taylor series representation around 0, then rank Yn is not greater than 
the multiplicity of the eigenvalue + 1 of J. Similarly, if V is a J-elementary 
factor with pole of order n + 1 at z = 0 and Lanrent representation 
v(z)  = F. xkz k, z c \{0} ,  (9) 
k=0 
then rank X n does not exceed the multiplicity of the eigenvalue - 1 of ]. 
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DEFINITION 2.6. Let J be an m × m signature matrix. 
(a) Let A be a J-elementary factor with pole of order n + 1 at z = ~. If 
(8) is its Taylor series representation, then A is said to be of full rank if rank 
Y,, is equal to the multiplicity of the eigenvalue + 1 of J. 
(bY Let V be a J-elementary factor with pole of order n + 1 at z = 0. If 
(9) is the Laurent representation f ~7, then ~7 is said to be of full rank if rank 
X,, coincides with the multiplicity, of the eigenvalue - 1 of J. 
For short, we will write ~ J2  (respectively, ~J~)) for the set of all full-rank 
J-elementary factors with pole of order k at z = ~c (respectively, at z = 0). 
Arov and Krein [1], Dubovoj [7], and the authors [14, 15] constructed 
resolvent matrices associated with the Sehur problem which are full-rank 
jr,,deleinentary factors and full-rank jqp-elementary factors, respectively,, with 
pole at z = w or z = 0 (see also [9, Sections 3.9, 3.10, and 5.4]). 
Using convenient concepts of normalization, one can even establish 
one-to-one correspondences between appropriately normalized J-elementary 
factors and concrete matrix interpolation problems. In the case of the 
matricial Schur problem, such a bijection was first realized by Galstjan [16] 
and Dubovoj [6] (see also [9, Theorems 5.4.5 and 5.4.8]). They used Potapov's 
concept of normalization: 
DEFINITION 2.7. Let J be an m × m signature matrix. A J-elementary 
factor W with pole at z o e C o \ {1} is called Potapov-normalized if W(1) = 
I m • 
The set of all J-elementary factors with pole of order k at z = z 0 
C o \ {1} which are Potapov-normalized will be designated by ~J2o" Further- 
more, we set 9~ J) :=~,J2 V)~J~) and ~/0  ) :=~]0  ) V)~)0). The fol- 
lowing result gives the motivation for focusing our attention on Potapov- 
normalized full-rank jpq-elementary factors. 
TttEOREM 2.8. Let ( Ak ) ~ o be a nondegenerate p x q Schur sequence, 
and let D : C -~ C (p+q)×(p+q) be given by 
D(z)  = I - (1  - z) diag(e,,p( z), enq( Z)) G n diag(e*p(1)e*q(1) ) jpq 
(10) 
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where S, := S,( Ao, A 1 . . . . .  A , ) ,  
G n := ( I ,  Sn)* ( I  -- SnZ*n) - l ( I ,  an),  (11) 
and epq : C --> C q×(n+l)q is given by 
e,q( Z) := (Iq, Zlq, Z2Iq,..., Z"Iq). (12) 
Then: 
(a) D is the unique element of ~nnJP~,)~ for which Rstr D D is a right 
resolvent matrix of SP( A k)~= 0. 
(b) I f  U is a (constant) jpq-Unitary matrix, then A := DU belongs to 
~(J+p~)~ and Rstr D A is also a right resolvent matrix of SP(Ak)~=0. 
(c) I f  A is an arbitrary jpq-elementary factor with pole of order n + 1 at 
z = oo for which Rstr D A is a right resolvent matrix of SP(Ak)~= o, then 
there is a unique (constant) jpq-unitary matrix such that A = DU. In 
Proof. From Theorems 4.4.4 and 5.4.5 in [9] we already know that D 
belongs to 9~Jp~)~ and that d := Rstr D D is a right resolvent matrix of 
SP( A k)~= 0. I f  we assume that U is a jpq-Unitary matrix, then U is necessarily 
nonsingular, the function A := DU belongs to ~nJP~)~, and in view of part (b) 
of Theorem 4, Rstr D A is a right resolvent matrix o~" SP(Ak)~= 0. Now, let A 
be an arbitrary jpq-elementary factor with pole of order n + 1 at z = oo for 
which 6 = RstrD A is a right resolvent matrix of  SP(Ak)~= 0. Then we see 
from part (a) of Theorem 4 that there are a (constant) jpq-Unitary matrix V 
and a function p ~A/~(D)  such that ~ = pdV. From Lemma 8 in [12] we 
obtain that det d(z) 4~ 0 for all z ~ D \ {0}. Hence, in view of 
p(z ) I  = 6(z )V - ld (z )  -1 
for z ~ ~) \ {0}, we can conclude that p is rational. Now we show that p is a 
polynomial. Let W := DV, and let A = (ajk)j,k=l ..... p+q and W = 
(wjk)j,k= 1 ..... p+q. Since A has a pole of order n + 1 at z = 0% there are 
integers J0, k0 ~ {1, 2 . . . . .  p + q} such that aJoko is a polynomial of exact 
degree n + 1. Since Wjoko is a polynomial of degree at most n + 1, the 
identity ajoko = pWjoko yields that p has no poles in C, i.e., p is a polynomial. 
Because W has a pole of order n + 1 at z =o% there are integers Jl, 
k 1 ~ {1, 2, . . . ,  p + q} such that wjik~ is a polynomial of exact degree n + 1. 
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Since aj kl is a polynomial of degree at most n + 1, then otj~k~ = pwj,k, 
implies t~at p is a constant function. By virtue of 
jpq = k*(1) jpqA(1)  = I p(1)12Vd*(1)jpqd(1)V = I p(1)12jvq 
we get Ip(1)12 = 1. Hence, setting U := p(1)V, we obtain that U is a 
jpq-unitary matrix which satisfies A = DU. Now, let A be an arbitrary 
element of ~O~(nJP~ such that Rstr D A is a right resolvent matrix of 
SP(Ak)~= 0. Then A(1) = I and A = DW with some (constant) jpq-unitary 
matrix W. Thus we finally obtain I = A(1) = D(1)W = W, i.e., A = D. • 
In order to extend Galstjan's and Dubovoj's results, we worked out 
parametrizations of Potapov-normalized full-rank jpq-elementary factors with 
pole at z = oo or at z = 0 by nondegenerate p × q Schur sequences (see 
[12]). In view of Theorems 4 and 11 in [12], we introduced the following 
notions. 
DEFINITION 2.9. Let D ~ a3~p~)~. 
(a) The unique nondegenerate p × q Schur sequence (Ak)~.'~0 tbr which 
D admits the representation (10) is called the right-type p × q Schur 
sequence associated with D. 
(b) The unique nondegenerate q × p Schur sequence (A~')~k =0 tbr 
which D admits the representation 
D(z)  = I - (1  - Z)jqp diag([e,;p(1)]*[e,'~q(1)]*)G,~" d iag(e , ;p (z ) ,  e ,~, (z ) )  
(13) 
where S,," := S,( A~', A~' . . . . .  A,; ), 
, )* 
(14)  
and e,;q : C --+ C (" + 1)q × q is given by 
:=  . . . . .  
is said to be the left-type q × p Schur sequence associated with D. 
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In a similar manner, we introduced the notions of the left-type p × q 
Schur sequence and the right-type q x p Schur sequence associated with a 
Potapov-normalized full-rank jqp-elementary factor with pole at z = 0 (see 
[12, Theorems 7 and 12, Definitions 10 and 15]). 
REMARK 2.10. In view of Definition 9, part (a) of Theorem 8 admits the 
following reformulation: There is one and only one Potapov-normalized 
full-rank jpq-elementary factor D with pole of order n + 1 at z --- ~ such 
that Rstr D D is a right resolvent matrix of SP(Ak)~'=0, namely, that element 
of 9~gr(Jpq ) for which (Ak)~'= 0 is the associated fight-type Schur sequence. n+ 1,~ 
Recall that (Ak)~= 0 is a nondegenerate p × q Schur sequence if and only 
if (A~)~= 0 is a nondegenerate q × p Schur sequence (see, e.g., [12, Lemma 
1]). 
LEMMA 2.11. Let ( Ak )~= o be a nondegenerate p x q Schur sequence. 
(a) Let "£ be a right resolvent matrix of SP(Ak)~= 0. Then ~ is a left 
resolvent matrix of SP( A~ )~'= 0. 
(b) Let ~ be a left resolvent matrix of SP(Ak)~= o. Then £ is a right 
resolvent matrix of SP(A* an k :k=O" 
Proof. From Remark 4 in [12] we know that g belongs to @xq if and 
only.if ~ belongs to ~q x p, and that f ~ ~p x q[ A0, A1 . . . . .  A, ] is equivalent 
to f ~oC:qxp[A*, A T . . . . .  A*]. Finally, it is readily checked that a function 
f : D ~ C P × q admits the representation 
f(z) - -  C . ,a (P ,q ) [  - -~-,S'(z ) Lg(Z)],  Z ~ D, (16) 
with some g ~ Sp × q if and only if 
[] (17) 
LEMMA 2.12. 
(a) Suppose D ~ ~o~(Jp~)~. Let ( Ak)~'= 0 and ( A~ )~'= o be the right-type 
p × q Schur sequence and -the left-type q x p Schur sequence, respectively, 
• , n * n associated with D. Then (( A k ) )k=o and (Ak)k= 0 are the right-type p x q 
Schur sequence and the left-type q x p Schur sequence, respectively, associ- 
ated with D ~ ~(Jp~.). 
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(b) Suppose B ~Jq f~o"  Let (Ck)~= 0 and (C~)~= 0 be the left-type 
p × q Schur sequence and the right-type q x p Schur sequence, respectively, 
associated with B. Then ((C~)*)~,~=0 and tc*an " k "k=O are the left-type p x q 
Schur sequence and the right-type q x p Schur sequence, respectively, asso- 
ciated with B ~ ~Jqp)  n+ 1,0" 
Proof. (a): Let (ak)~,'= 0 and (a~)~= 0 be the fight-type p × q Sehur 
sequence and the left-type q × p Schur sequence, respectively, associated 
with D. From Theorem 11 and Lemma 17 in [12] we immediately see that 
a k = (A~)* for each k ~ {0, 1 . . . . .  n}. In view of 
= D,  ( i s )  
we also obtain A k = (a~)* for all k ~ {0, 1 . . . . .  n}. 
(b): Using Lemma 21 in [12], part (b) can be proved analogously. 
The following theorem gives a first interrelation between resolvent matri- 
ces and Potapov-normalized full-rank jpq-elementary factors. 
THEOREM 2.13. Let ( A k )~= 0 be a nondegenerate p x q Schur sequence, 
and let D Ego~4J~q ) Then Rstr~ D is a right resolvent matrix of SP(A ~" n+ 1,~c" kJk=O 
if and only if D has the right-type p × q Schur sequence (Ak)~'= 0. 
Proof. Apply Theorem 8 and Definition 9. 
Now we will indicate the role of Potapov-normalized full-rank J,,# 
elementav factors with pole at z = ~c as left resolvent matrices. 
THEOREM 2 .14 .  Let  ( m . Ak )k:0 be a nondegenerate p × q Schur se- 
quence, and let D ~J+~; '=.  Then Rstr D D is a left resolvent matrix of 
SP(A,, m )L0  if and only if D has the left-type p x q Schur sequenee ( A~ )D~:,,. 
Proof. To prove the necessarity we observe from part (b) of Lemma 11 
* " Using the fact that that RstrD D is a right resolvent matrix of SP((A~ ) )k= 0" 
/) belongs to 5°~J+,'i,) ~ (see [i2, Lemmas 7 and 10]) and Theorem 8, it follows 
• . n that D has the right-type q × p Sehur seqnence ((A k ) )k=0. Then (18) and 
part (a) of Lemma 12 provide the assertion. 
Part (a) of Lemma 12 shows that /5 has the right-type q × p Schur 
sequence ((A~).),k = 0. By virtue of Theorem 8, we then get that Rstr D /) is a 
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right resolvent matrix of SP((A~ )*)~'= 0)" With (18) and part (a) of Lemma 11 
the proof is finished. • 
COROLLARY 2.15. For every nondegenerate p × q Schur sequence 
(A~)~= 0, there exists a unique A ~9(Jqp) such that Rstr D A is a left 
• n t t t l ,~  
resolvent matrix of SP(A k )k=o, namely that one for which ( A~ )~=o is its 
associated left-type p × q Schur sequence. 
Pro@ Use Remark 16 in [12] and Theorem 14. 
Now we will turn our attention to Potapov-normalized full-rank jqp- 
elementary factors with pole at z = 0. 
THEOREM 2.16. Let (Ck)~= 0 be a nondegenerate p × q Schur sequence, 
and let B ~ ~o~Jqp ~ Then the following statements are equivalent: n+ 1,0" 
(i) RstrD,/0} B is a left resolvent matrix of SP(Ck)~'= 0. 
(ii) B has the left-type p × q Schur sequence (Ck)~= 0. 
Proof. Let (Ck)~= 0 be the left-type p × q Schur sequence associated 
with B. According to Remark 11 in [12], let D be the unique element of 
~oqr(J~ ) for which (Ck)~= o is exactly the fight-type p X q Schur sequence n+ 1,co 
associated with Rstr D D. From Definition 13 and Theorem 10 in [12] we then 
~o, that c~p,q) _ ¢g(q,p) holds for all z ~ C \ {0}. Hence, (i) is satisfied if . . . .  O(z )  - -  ° 'B (z )  
and only if Rstr D D is a right resolvent matrix of SP(Ck)~= 0. If(i) is fulfilled, 
then Theorem 13 immediately provides ck = C k for all k ~ {0, 1 . . . . .  n}, i.e., 
(ii) holds true. The implication (ii) ~ (i) was already proved in [9, Theorem 
5.3.1]. • 
COROLLARY 2.17. For every nondegenerate p × q Schur sequence 
(Ck)[= 0, there exists a unique B ~go~4Jqp ) such that Rstr D B is a left n+l ,0  
resolvent matrix of SP(Ck)~= 0, namely that one for which (Ck)~= 0 is the 
associated left-type p x q Schur sequence. 
Proof. Use Remark 13 in [12] and Theorem 16. 
• n THEOREM 2.18. Let (C k )k=o be a nondegenerate p × q Schur se- 
quence, and let V Eg~r(JpO Then Rstr D V is a right resolvent matrix of n+ 1,0" 
(SP(Ck m )~=o) if and only if V has the right-type p × q Schur sequence 
• n (Ck)k=o. 
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Proof. Using Lemmas 7 and 12 in [12], and Theorem 14, the assertion 
can be proved analogously to Theorem 14. • 
COROLtARY 2.19. For every nondegenerate p X q Schur sequence 
(C~)~=0, there exists a unique V ~r~j~q) such that Rstr D V is a right 
n+ 1,0 
SP(Ck )k = o, namely that one for which (C~)" is its resolvent matrix of  • n k=0 
associated right-type p × q Schur sequence. 
Proof. Use Remark 17 in [12] and Theorem 18. 
3. THE PAIR OF NONDEGENERATE SCHUR SEQUENCES 
ASSOCIATED WITH A FULL-RANK jpq-ELEMENTARY 
FACTOR 
In this section, we will associate a pair of nondegenerate S hur sequences 
with every full-rank j.,q-elementary factor (with pole at z = oo or at z = 0). 
To introduce this use(ul connection, we need some preliminaries. 
LEMMA 3.1. Let D ~ ~J~'~) with block partition n+ 1,~' 
D= ( DllD1,2 D22D21) (19) 
with p x p block Dll. Then f := Rstr D Dt2D221 g := Rstr D D22JD,~l are 
nondegenerate matrix-valued Schur fitnctions. 
Proof. From Lemmas 7 and 10 in [12] we know that /3 is a fnll-rank 
jpq-elementary factor with pole of order n + 1 at z = ~c. We have 
1512 /322" 
Thus, part (a) of Proposition 49 in [8] yields that f and the restriction h of 
D21(D22) -1 onto D are nondegenerate matrix-valued Schur functions. In 
view of g = h and Remark 4 in [12], we see that g is a p x q nondegenerate 
matrix-valued Schur function. • 
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(Jqp) LEMMA 3.2. Let B ~ O~nn +1,0" If 
{BII B21 / 
B = t B'2 B22 ] (20) 
is the block partition of B where Bzz is a p × p block, then Rstr D B~lB21 
and Rstr D B12 B~ 1 are nondegenerate matrix-valued Schur functions. 
Proof. Using part (b) of Proposition 49 in [8], Lemma 12 can be proved 
analogously to Lemma 11. • 
Now we are able to define the central notion of this section. 
DEFINITION 3.3. 
(a) Let D ~ sr(jpq ) and let (19) be the block partition of D where Dll 
n + 1 ,~ '  
is a p × p block. If 
oo oc 
(D,2D22')(z) = E Ak zk and (D~21D21)(z)= E A~ zk 
k=O k=O 
for all z ~ D, then [(Ak)k=0, • n n (Ak)k=0] is called the ordered pair of 
nondegenerate Schur sequences associated with D. 
(b) Let B ~ ~Jqp) and let (20) be the block partition of B where Be2 is 
n+ 1 ,0 '  
a p × p block. If 
00 
(B~lB21)(z) = ~_~ Ckz k and (B12B221)(25)= E C? Zk 
k=0 k=0 
for all z ~ D, then [(Ck)~'=0, (Cff)~=0] is said to be the ordered pair of 
nondegenerate Schur sequences associated with B. 
Before we clarify the interrelation between the introduced notions and 
the Schur problem (S), we need some technical results. 
LEMMA 3.4. 
n • rt (a) Let D ~oar¢Jpo ) and let [(Ak)k=o, (A k )k=0] be the ordered pair of n + 1,oo, 
• ~ (Ak)~=o]  nondegenerate Schur sequences associated with D. Then [( A k )k = 0, 
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is the ordered pair of nondegenerate Schur sequences 
full-rank jpq-elementary factor D with pole of order n + 
(b) Let B ~ o~(J+]p~, and let [(Ck) ~' o (C~)~=o] be 
nondegenerate Schur sequences associated with B. Then 
is the ordered pair of nondegenerate Schur sequences 
full-rank j,q-elementary factor B with pole of order n + 
associated with the 
1 atz  =~.  
the ordered pair of 
[(G')Lo, (G)L,,I 
associated with the 
l a tz=O.  
Proof. Clearly, (D)  = D. In view of (17) and (19), then applications of" 
Lemma 7 and 10 in [12] yield (a). Part (b) can be proved analogously. • 
LEMMA 3.5. Let  U l ,  g 2 E C p×p,  l ) l ,  I), 2 E C qxq  be unitary matr ices .  
(a) Let D ~ 9-(J,'q ) and let [(Ak)k=o, • " " (Ak)k=o]  be the ordered pair of n + 1, ~c' 
nondegenerate Schur sequences associated with D. Then D' := dJag(ul,v I) • 
D • diag(u e, v e) belongs to ~,~r(;~.,) and [(u I Akv~)" (1)*A•u ~" 1 n+l~'  k=0,  \ 2 k 2 ]k=Ol  is the 
ordered pair of nondegenerate Schur sequences associated with D'. In 
particular, [(-Ak)~'=0, ( -A~)~'  0 ] is' the ordered pair of nondegenerate 
Schur sequences associated with D := j  , Dj,, .  
(b) Let B ~ 3-(Jq, ') and let ttc~ a,f l c~t n v, ] be the ordered pair o[ n+l ,0 '  t t~ Jk lk=o '  "Wk l k=0 l  
nondegenerate Schur sequences associated with B. Then B' := diag(1) 1, ul)" 
D • ~ n B • d iag(v,~, uo) belongs to ~-(;~,'~ and [(u*Ckv2)~= o, ( iCk u 1 )~=0] is' the 
- n + 1 ,0 '  
ordered pair of nondegenerate Schur sequences associated with B'. In 
particular [(--Ck)k=0, ( -C~ k~oJ is the ordered pair of nonde~,enerate 
Schur sequences associated with B :=  jqp Bjqp. 
Proof. In view of Remark 7 in [12], the proof is straightforward. • 
The following two theorems show that every full-rank jpq-elementar~; 
factor ,~4th pole at z = w or at z = 0 can be considered as right resolvet~t 
matrix as well as left resolvent matrix associated with the Schur problem 
corresponding to some nondegenerate matrieial Sehur sequences. 
THEOREM 3.6. Let D ~( J , " , )  and let [(Ak)~'=o, (A~)~=o] be the n + 1,a c' 
ordered pair of nondegenerate Schur sequences associated with D. Then: 
(a) D is a right resolvent matrix of SP(Ak)~!= o. 
(b) D is a left resolvent matrix of SP( • " Ak )k=~," 
Proof. Part (a) was already verified in [8, Theorem 55]. To prove part (b) 
we first observe that Lemma 23 and part (a) implies that D is a right 
resolvent matrix associated with the Schur problem corresponding to 
(( A~ )*)"k = 0- From Lemma 11 we get the assertion. • 
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THEOREM 3.7. Let B EF~F$, and let [(C,);=,, (C~&‘,,,] be the 
ordered pair of nondegenerate Sch& sequences associated with B. Then: 
(a) B is a left resolvent matrix of SP(C,&‘=,. 
(b) B is a right resolvent matrix of SP(Ck’),“=,. 
Proof. Part (a) is known from Theorem 56 in [8]. Part (b) follows 
similarly to part (b) of Theorem 25. We omit the details. n 
REMARK 3.8. Let E,+ 1 : C + @ be defined by 
En+# := .zn+l. (21) 
Then the following statements hold true (see [12, Corollaries 2 and 41): 
(a) If D E Tljpqi, then 
1 
Do := -D 
6 
n+l 
belongs to <y~jp,$. 
(b) If B ~$l(,j4;:, then 
Ba:cE B IL+1 
(22) 
(23) 
belongs to T(+ju$. 
THEOREM 3.9. 
(a) Let D E~IJ~P~L, and let [(Ak)z,O, (AF)F_O] be the ordered pair of 
nondegenerute Schur sequences associated with D. Then [(A: )L= ,,, ( Ak)LzO] 
is the ordered pair of nondegenerate Schur sequences associated with the 
full-rank j,,-elementary factor Do given by (21) and (22). 
(b) Let B E F’jqp n+lO, and let [(C,_;=,, (C: )F,ol be the ordered pair of 
nondegenerate Schur sequences associated with B. Then [CC,’ )izO, (C,);,,] 
is the ordered pair of nondegenerate Schur sequences associated with the 
full-rank j,p-elemmtay factor B q given by (21) and (23). 
Proof. (a): Theorem 25 shows that D is a right [respectively, left] 
resolvent matrix of SP( Ak)2= O [respectively, SP( A: &!= ,,I. Then Theorem 4 
provides that Do is also a right [respectively, left] resohent matrix of 
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" SP(Ak )k=0]" We see from Remark 27 that D D SP( Ak)k= 0 [respectively, • " 
belongs to J(J~,) In view of Remark 10 and Definition 22, the proof of part 
n+ l ,O" 
(a) is complete. 
(b): Using Corollary 2 in [12], Remark 10, and Theorems 4 and 26, part 
(b) can be proved analogously topart (a). • 
The next result clarifies the connection between the ordered pairs of 
nondegenerate Schur sequences associated with fnll-rank jpq-elementary 
factors with pole at z = oo and full-rank jqp-elementary factors with pole at 
~ ~ 0 .  
LEMMA 310 Let D ~3-(J~, ) .,.A let B ~ ~(J"") Let [(Ak)~'= 0' 
• ' n + l oc ,  . . . . .  n + 1 ,0"  
A u '~ an  C ~ C "n  ( k )k = o] d [( k)k = o, ( k )1, = o] be the ordered pairs of nondegenerate 
Schur sequences associated with D and B, respectively. I f
B( z)UpqD( z) = Upq (24) 
for all z ~ C \ {0}, where 
0 Iq) 
Upq := - Ip 0 ' (25) 
then A k = C k and A~ = C~ for all k ~ {0, 1 . . . . .  n}. 
Proof. We know from Theorem 25 that Rstr D D is a right [respectively, 
left] resolvent matrix of SP(Ak)~'= 0 [respectively, SP(A~ )~=0]" On the other 
hand, Theorem 26 provides that Rstr D B is a left [respectively, right] 
resolvent matrix of SP(C k)~'= 0 [respectively, SP(C~ )~'= 0]. Suppose that (24) 
is satisfied for all z ~ C \ {0}. Then a property of linear fractional transfor- 
mations of matrices (see, e.g., [11, Proposition 2] or [9, Proposition 1.6.1]) 
• - P 'q )  - -  q 'P )  an q 'P )  yields 5:~D(Z) - o~(B(.) d ~(z )  = SD~;~ ) for all z ~ C \ {0}. Thus, in view 
of Definition 22, the proof is finished. • 
At the end of this section we will show that, for all W ~ 9o~(Jpf, ) 
Jqp) (respectively W ~ ~+,  ~) the notions of the ordered pair of nondegener- 
' " " °  ' h ate Schur sequences assoeiated with W and of the pair eonsisting of the rig t- 
and left-type Sehur sequences associated with W coincide. 
PROPOSITION 3.11. Suppose D ~Jpq)  Let (Ak)~,= 0 and (A~)~=0 n + 1,oo" 
be the right-type p × q Schur sequences and the left-type q × p Schur 
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sequence, respectively, associated with D. Then [(Ak)~= 0, (A~)~= 0] /s 
exactly the ordered pair of nondegenerate Schur sequences associated with D. 
Proof. Use Remark 10 and Theorems 16 and 18. 
PROPOSITION 3.12. Suppose B ~9(~]!o . Let (Ck)~'= o and (C? )~= o be 
the left-type p x q Schur sequence and the right-type q x p Schur sequence, 
n • n respectively, associated with B. Then [(Ck)k=o, (C k )k=o] is exactly the 
ordered pair of nondegenerate Schur sequences associated with B. 
Proof. Use Remark 10 and Theorems 14 and 16. 
4. DUBOVOJ -SCHUR PARAMETRIZATION OF NONDEGENERATE 
SCHUR SEQUENCES 
There are several possibilities to parametrize p × q Schur sequences by 
sequences of contractions (see, e.g., [9] or [13]). In this section, we will turn 
our attention to the parametrization which is due to Galstjan [16] in the case 
p = q and Dubovoj [7] for the general case. In particular we will clarify the 
connection between their parametrization of full-rank Potapov-normalized 
jpq-elementary factors with pole at z = oo or at z = 0 and their parametriza- 
tion of nondegenerate Schur sequences, which is based on the following 
result (see also [9, Theorem 5.4.3]). 
THEOREM 4.1. Let ( Ajo)j"= 0 be a nondegenerate p × q Schur sequence. 
For k ~ {0, 1 . . . . .  n - 1}, the following procedure defines a nondegenerate 
p × q Schur sequence ( Aj k + ~"- k- 1. , 1,j=0 . In view of (1), let 
L ._ l _k ,  k := S._k_l(Alk , A2k . . . . .  An-k,k>, 
-n - l -k  
Vn-1-k ,q  :=  ( ~j,k+ l Iq) j ,k=O , 
- :~ - I  
En- k,k := diag( A;, k( I - Ao, k Ao, k) 1 . . . . .  A;, k( I - Ao, k Ao, k) ). 
~-k ,k  := I(~ k)p + L~-k-l,k(I(~-k)q -- Vn-l-k,q)En-k,k, 
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and, fo r j  ~ {0, 1 . . . . .  n - k - 1}, 
ej,n_k, p := ( 80jlp, 61jlp . . . . .  ~n_k_l,jlp)*, 
Aj,k + 1 
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j~{0,1  . . . . .  n-k - l} .  
:= e~,._k,p(diag ( Ao, Ao . . . . .  Ao) + T2_lk.kCn_~_l,d,)eL._t,,q. 
DEFINITION 4.2. Let (Aj0);= 0 be a nondegenerate p x q Schur se- 
quence. Then the sequence (A0k)~= 0 constructed in Theorem 32 is called 
the sequence of Dubovoj-Sehur parameters associated with (Ajo)y= o. 
REMARK 4.3. If (Aj)P=0 is a nondegenerate p x q Schur sequence, then 
its sequence ( Aok)~= 0 o(Dubovoj-Schur parameters'is obviously a sequence 
of strictly contractive p x q matrices. 
From the following theorem then it follows that the Dubovoj-Schur 
parametrization f nondegenerate p x q Schur sequences realizes an explicit 
one-to-one correspondence between the set of all nondegenerate p x q 
Sehur sequences (Ak)~= 0 and the set of all sequences (6k)~'= 0 of strictly 
contractive p X q matrices. 
THEOREM 4.4. Let (6k)~= 0 be a sequence of strictly contractive p X q 
matrices. Then there is a unique nondegenerate p x q Sehur sequence ( A k )~= o 
for which (6 k )'k ~= o is exactly the sequence of its Dubovoj-Schur parameters. 
A proof of this theorem is given in [9, Theorem 5.4.4]. Moreover, there is 
an explicit algorithm to eompute the sequence (Ak)~= 0 from a0, 61 . . . . .  6," 
Every d ~ 9~}Jpq ~ admits a unique representation 
d(z )  = I - (1 - z ) ( I ,  (~)* ( I  - (~ , ) -1 ( i ,  (~)jpq 
with some (unique) p x q strictly contractive matrix 3, which is called the 
Dubovoj parameter of d (see [8, Proposition 4]). On the other hand, each 
D ~(+J ] 'y~ admits a unique representation D = dod ~ ... d,, with some 
(unique) sequence (dk)~'= 0 from 9~!Jp~ ) (see [7] or [5, Theorem 4.4.5]). If', 
for each k ~ {0, 1 . . . . .  n}, the Dubovoj parameter of d k is denoted by 6 k, 
then (6k)~= 0 is said to be the sequence of Dubovoj parameters of D. 
Analogously, one can define the sequence of Dubovoj parameters of 
Potapov-normalized full-rank jqp-elementary factors with pole at z = 0 (see 
[12, Proposition 6, Theorem 8, Definitions 11 and 12]). 
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The following theorem, which is a reformulation of Theorem 5.4.6 in [9] 
and of Theorems 4.4.2, 5.4.9, and 5.4.10 in [9], provides a first interrelation 
between Dubovoj-Schur parameters of nondegenerate Schur sequences and 
Dubovoj parameters of Potapov-normalized full-rank jpq-elementary factors. 
THEOREM 4.5. Let (Ak)~= o be a nondegenerate p X q Schur sequence, 
and let (A0k)~'= o be the sequence of Dubovoj-Schur paranwters associated 
with (Ak)~= 0. Then: 
(a) The Potapov-normalized full-rank jpq-elementary factor D with pole of 
order n + 1 at z = oo and Dubovoj parameter sequence (A0k)~'= 0 is the 
unique element that belongs to ~J-¢Jw) for which Rstr D D is a right rt + 1,oo 
resolvent matrix of SP( Ak)~'= 0. 
(b) The Potapov-normalized full-rank jqp-elementary factor B with pole of 
order n + 1 at z = 0 and Dubovoj parameter sequence (A0k)~'= o is the 
unique element hat belongs to ~O~n~,'~ o for which Rstr e B is a left resolvent 
matrix of SP(Ak)~= 0. 
Our next considerations will be aimed at deriving a dual result. 
A n LEMMA 4.6. Let ( k)k=0 be a nondegenerate p × q Schur sequence, 
and let (A0k)~= 0 be the sequence of Dubovoj-Schur parameters of (Ak)~= 0. 
Then c A* ~'~ 0k k=0 is the sequence of Dubovoj-Schur parameters of the nonde- 
* n generate q × p Schur sequence ( A n )k = o. 
Proof. According to Remark 13 in [12], let B be the unique element of 
~9~(+J~pd for which (Ak)~=o is the associated left-type p × q Schur sequence. 
Then we know from Theorem 16 and part (b) of Theorem 36 that (A0k)~= 0
is the sequence of Dubovoj parameters of B. Using Lemma 11 and Theorem 
3, we obtain that B' := en + 1B where ~ + 1 : C ~ C is given by (22) is a right 
resolvent matrix of SP(A~)~'_o. On the other hand, we see from Corollary 3 
, ( j  ) , n in [12]_ that B belon~s~ to ~5 rn+'qrlo~ and (A,~)~=, is the seauence_l of its 
Dubovoj parameters. Hence, part (a) of Theorem 36 shows the assertion. • 
THEOREM 4.7. Let (A~)~: 0 be a nondegenerate q × p Schur sequence, 
and let ( A moklk=o~n be the sequence of Dubovoj-Schur parameters associated 
with ( A~ )~'=o. Then: 
(a) The Potapov-normalized full-rank jpq-elementavy factor D • with pole 
• * n is of order n + 1 at z = oo and Dubovoj parameter sequence ((Ao,,_ k) )~0 
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the unique element of ~9~,~pl~ the restriction of which onto D is a left 
resolvent matrix of SP(A~ )~= 0. 
(b) The Potapov-normalized fuU-rank jqp-elementary factor B • with pole 
of order n + 1 at z = 0 and Dubovoj parameter sequence (g A • ~*~n is ",~ O,n -k  I , tk=0 
the unique element of g3-~jqlp~ the restriction of which onto D is a right 
resolvent matrix of SP( A~ 3~'=0. 
Proof. According to Theorem 7 in [12] and Remark 34, there is a unique 
• * n D • ~ % )  such that ((A0,,,_ k) )k=0 is the sequence of its Dubovoj 
parameters. By virtue of Proposition 5 in [12]. /5 • belongs to 9,gr(Jp',)~ and 
n+l ,  
• * n ((Ao, k) )4=0 is its sequence of Dubovoj parameters. On the other hand, we 
know from Lemma 37 that ((A • a.~n 04, J4=0 is the sequence of Dubovoj-Sehur 
parameters of the nondegenerate p~ × q Sehur sequence ((~4a • ~x*an~k=0. Thus, 
part (a) of Theorem 36 yields that D • is the unique element of ~9r~,7]', ~ the 
SP((A4 ) )4=0. restriction of which onto D is a right resolvent matrix of • + ~ 
Hence, part (a) of Lemma 11 shows that D • is a left resolvent matrix of 
Spt a • "v, In view of Corollary 15, the proof of part (a) is complete. Part ~-Z~k ,*k = ()" 
(b) follows analogously. • 
Now we are able to clarify the connection between Dubovoj's 
parametrizations of Potapov-normalized full-rank j~q-elementary factors and 
pairs of nondegenerate Schur sequences. 
n • n THEOI~EM 4.8. Let D ~d~,~ffJq[~, let [(Ak)4= 0, (A k )4=0] be the or- 
dered pair of nondegenerate Schur sequences associated with D, anti let 
(64)~'= 0 be the sequence of Dubovoj parameter~ of D. Then: 
(a) (a4)~_ 0 is exactly the sequence of Dubovoj-Schur parameters t~ 
A ~'~ k ~k = O" 
(b) ( -6*  v, ,-4"4 =0 is exactly the sequence of Dubovoj-Schur parameters of 
(A~)" 4=o"  
Pro@ (a): Use part (a) of Theorem 25 and part (a) of Theorem 36. 
(b): Proposition 10 in [8] shows that D [] given by (21) and (22) belongs to 
9~9~ 0'~) and that (-6*_k)~'= 0 is the sequence of Dubovoj parameters of 
+ 1,0 
De.  Using Theorems 26 and 28, we see that Rstr• D [] is a left resolvent 
matrix of SP(A~)~= 0. Therefore, part (b) of Theorem 36 provides the 
assertion in part (b). • 
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THEOREM 4.9. Let B ~9-( Jp ' ,  ) let [(Ak)~= o, (A~)~=0] be the ordered n+ 1,0' 
pair of nondegenerate Schur sequences associated with B, and let (/3k)~= o be 
the sequence of Dubovoj parameters of B. Then: 
(a) (/3k)~'= o is exactly the sequence of Dubovoj-Schur parameters of 
(A ) "  k k=o • 
• " is exactly the sequence of Dubovoj-Schur parameters of (b) (-/3,_k)k= o 
(a~')~=0. 
Proof. Using Proposition 9 in [12] and Theorems 26, 28, 32, and 36, the 
assertion can be verified analogously to Theorem 38, • 
5. COUPLED PAIRS OF NONDEGENERATE SCHUR 
SEQUENCES 
In Lemmas 20 and 21 we recognized that every full-rank jpq-elementary 
factor W with pole at z =~ or at z =0 is naturally linked with two 
matrix-valued Schur functions the first Taylor coefficients of which build its 
ordered pair of nondegenerate Schur sequences. From Propositions 30 and 
31 we know that this ordered pair consists of the fight-type and left-type 
Schur sequences associated with W, i.e., of those nondegenerate Schur 
sequences which yield useful parametrizations of W (see [12]). In this 
section, we will characterize the situation that an ordered pair consisting of a 
nondegenerate p x q Schur sequence and a nondegenerate q × p Schur 
sequence is the ordered pair of Schur sequences associated with some 
full-rank jnq-elementary factor. 
DEFINITION 5.1. Let (Ak)~'= o and (A~)~= o be a nondegenerate p × q 
Sehur sequence and a nondegenerate q x p Sehur sequence, respectively. 
Then [( A k)~= o, ( a~ )~= o ] is called a coupled ( p, q)-type pair [respectively, a 
coupled Potapov (p, q)-type pair] of nondegenerate Schur sequences if there 
is a D ~ ~(+J]%) [respectively, a D ~ ~-~nn(+J~% ) ] such that [(Ak)~=o, (A~)~'= o] 
is the ordered'pair of nondegenerate Schur sequences associated with D. 
LEMMA 5.2. [(Ak)~,~=0, (A~)k'=0] is a coupled (p, q)-type pair (respec- 
tively, a coupled Potapov ( p, q)-type p~. )air) o~f nondegenerate Schur(. )se- 
quences if and only if there exists a B ~ O~nn~]Po (respectively, a B ~ ~q~,~]P.o ) 
such that [(Ak)~= 0, (A~)~= 0] is the orde~d pair of nondegenerate Schur 
sequences associated with B. 
Proof. Apply Proposition 8 in [12] and Lemma 29. • 
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REMARK 5.3. Let a ~ T, and let [(Ak)~= o, (A~)~'=o] be a coupled 
( p, q)-type pair of nondegenerate Schur sequences. Then: 
n • . (a) If D ~ 5r(Jp~ ) is such that [(Ak)k= o, (A k )k=o] is its ordered pair of 
r t+  l ,~  
n • rt nondegenerate Schur sequences, then [(Ak)k= o, (A k )k=o] is also the or- 
dered pair of nondegenerate Schur sequences associated with crD ~ ~]%) .  
(b) If B ~ ~] , ;~  is such that [(Ak)~=o, (A~');'-0] is its ordered pair 'of 
nondegenerate Schur sequences, then [(Ak)~'= 0, (Ak,,)~'= o] is also the 
ordered pair of nondegenerate Schur sequences associated with aB ~ ~(J~"> 
n + l.O" 
PROPOSITION 5.4. [(A ~" • " , k ,/~= o, ( A k )k= o ] is a ctmpled Potapov ( p, q)-type 
" -Ak  )k=o] pair of nondegenerate Schur sequences if and only if [( --Ak)k= o, ( • " 
is a coupled Potapov (p, q)-type pair of nondegenerate Schur sequences. 
Pro@ Using Lemma 24, the proof is straightforward. 
LEMMA 5.5. Let [(Ak)k=o, • " " (Ak)k=0] be a coupled Potapov (p, q)-type 
pair of nondegenerate Schur sequences. Then: 
(a) There exists a unique D ~ ~Ynn~'i'/~ such that [(Ak)~'= 0, (A~)~=o] is 
its ordered pair of nondegenerate Schur sequences, namely the jpq-elementary 
factor D for which (Ak)~= 0 is its right-type p × q Schur sequence. More- 
over, ( A~ )~'=o is the left-type q × p Schur sequence associated with D. 
(b) There exists a unique B ~_~9rUq~) such that [(Ak)~=o, (A~)~=o] is 
~ n+l ,0  
the ordered pair of nondegenerate Schur sequences associated with B, nanuely 
the jq~,-elementary factor fi)r which (Ak)~,'= o is its left-type p × q Schur 
sequence. Moreover, (A~ )~'= 0 is the right-type q × p Schur sequence associ- 
ated with B. 
Proof. In view of Definition 41, the application of Remark 11 in [12] and 
Proposition 30 provides immediately the assertion stated in part (a). Using 
Remark 13 in [12], Lemma 42, and Proposition 31, part (b) follows analo- 
gously. • 
TItEOREM 5.6. 
(a) The fi)llowing statements are equivalent: 
(i) [( Ak)k= o, ( A k )1,=o] is a coupled Potapov ( p, q)-type pair of nondegener- 
ate Schur sequences. 
(ii) There is an f~ ~9o~-(Jeq ) such that (Ak)~'= 0 and (A~)~= o are its 
right-type p X q Schur sequence and its left-type q x p Schur sequence, 
respectively. 
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(iii) There is a 0 .~qr(Jqp) such that (Ak)k= o and • " n (Ak)k  = 0 are its 
~v ~ n+l ,0  
left-type q X p Schur sequence and its right-type p × q Schur sequence, 
respectively. 
(iv) There is a ~ ~q)~ such that Rstr D ~, is a right resolvent matrix of 
SP( Ak)~= o and that RstrD ~ is a left resolvent matrix of SP(A~ )~'=0. 
(v) There is a ~ ~q l~ such that Rstr D ~ is a left resolvent matrix of 
SP(Ak)~= 0 and that RstrD ~ is a right resolvent matrix of SP(A~ )~=o. 
(b) Suppose that (i) satisfied. Then 12, O, ~,, and =- are unique and 
satisfy the identities f~ = E, -= = O, OUpqf~ = Upq, where Upq is given by 
(25). 
Proof. The equivalence of statements (i), (ii), and (iii) follows immedi- 
ately from Lemma 45 and Propositions 30 and 3"1. Moreover, we see that 12 
and O are unique. Theorems 13 and 14 show that (ii) if and only if (iv), and 
Theorems 16 and 18 yield that (v) is necessary and sufficient for (iii). 
Moreover, these theorems provide E = f~ and -= = O as well. Finally, from 
Proposition 8 and Definition 13 in [12] the rest of the assertion follows. • 
Now using Dubovoj-Schur parameters we are able to characterize the 
case when an ordered pair of nondegenerate Schur sequences i a coupled 
Potapov pair of nondegenerate Schur sequences. 
THEOREM 5.7. Let (Ak)~= 0 be a nondegenerate p × q Schur sequence, 
and let (Aok)~= 0 be the sequence of its Dubovoj-Schur parameters. Further, 
" (A0k)k= 0 be let ( A~ )k= o be a nondegenerate q × p Schur sequence, and let • " 
(Ak)k=0. the sequence of Dubovoj-Schur parameters associated with • n Then 
[( Ak)~'= 0, ( A ~ )~ = 0 ] is a coupled Potapov ( p, q)-type pair of nondegenerate 
Schur sequences if and only if A~k = -A*  for all k ~ {0, 1,. n}. O,n-k  " " ,  
Proof. In view of Theorem 46, the assertion immediately follows from 
Theorems 35 and 36. • 
PROPOSITION 5.8. The following statements are equivalent: 
(i) [( A k)~ 0, ( A~ )~'= 0] is a coupled Potapov ( p, q)-type pair of nonde- 
generate Schur sequences. 
(ii) [( A~ )~ = 0, ( Ak)~'= o ] is a coupled eotapov (q, p)-type pair of nonde- 
generate Schur sequences. 
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(iii) [ (A~)~=o,  ( (A~' )* )  n 1 k=oJ is a coupled Potapov (q, p)-type pair of 
nondegenerate Schur sequences. 
(iv) [((A~t)*)n , . k=0, (Ak)~=o] is a coupled Potapov (p, q)-type pair of 
nondegenerate Schur sequences. 
Pro@ (i) ¢* (ii): Use Theorem 28 and Lemma 42. 
( i i )  ~ ( i i i ) ,  ( i )  ** (iv): Apply Theorem 46 and Lemma 11. 
To finish our discussion we add the following result. 
THEOREM 5 .9 .  
(a) Let (Ak)~= o be a nondegenerate p × q Schur sequence. Then there 
Ak )k=o such that exists a unique nondegenerate q x p Schur sequence ( • " 
[(Ak)~'= 0, (A~')~= o] is a coupled Potapov pair of nondegenerate Schur 
sequences, namely, if (/Sk)~= o is the sequence of Dubovoj-Schur parameters 
of ( A k )~'= o, then ( A~ )~= o is the nondegenerate q × p Schur sequence which 
has. the Dubovoj-Schur parameter sequence ( - t3* ~'~ 
n-k lk=O • 
(b) Let ( A~)~= 0 be a nondegenerate q x p Schur sequence. Then there 
exists a unique nondegenerate p × q Schur sequence (Ak)~= 0 such that 
[(Ak)~= 0, (A~')~'= o] is a coupled Potapov pair of nondegenerate Sehur 
if ( ~k )k = o is the sequence of Dubovoj-Schur parameters sequences, namely, ' • n 
of ( ~'ka • "k:O, ~'' then ( A k)~= o is the nondegenerate p × q Schur sequence which 
has the Dubovoj-Schur parameter sequence (( -/~,,'_ k)*)~= o- 
Proof. (a): According to Theorem 36, let D be the unique element of 
~(+;~%) for which Rstr~ D is a right resolvent matrix of SP(Ak)f= o. Let 
n' • n • , [(Ak)k=0, (Ak)k=0] be the ordered pair of nondegenerate Schur sequences 
associated with D. Then Theorem 18 and Proposition 44 vield that [( A k)" k=0,  
am V, o] is a coupled pair of nondegenerate Schur sequences. The unique- zx k Jk = 
hess follows from Theorems 35 and 47. 
(b): Use Proposition 48 and part (a). • 
Finally, we refer to the possibility of constructing the complementar T 
nondegenerate Schur sequence if one nondegenerate Schur sequence of a 
coupled pair is given. This is possible by invoking Theorem 5.4.4 in [9], 
Theorems 18 and 19. 
We conclude this paper with a little picture (Figure 1) which summarizes 
essential correspondences between the objects discussed above. 
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